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Abstract—The influx of Information Communications Technology (ICT) has revolutionized instructional delivery in language courses. This quasi-experiment is an attempt to investigate the impact of ICT via Web-mediated instruction and Conventional instruction on students’ reading and writing performance. Two groups of respondents representing two learning conditions — the experimental group exposed to Web-mediated Instruction and the control group taught using the Conventional Method participated in this study for one term consisting of 13 weeks. Top findings reveal that significant improvements were found in the writing performance of both experimental and control groups but no improvements were noted in their reading performance. Furthermore, both groups posted significant improvements in their writing performance particularly on content and organization. However, there is no significant difference in the reading and writing performance of both groups. Experimental groups perceived that web-mediated instruction, the use of web blog in particular, contributed to the development of their writing skills. Thus, educators can utilize any methods of instruction in teaching ESL writing provided that fundamental concepts in academic writing are thoroughly discussed and adequate opportunities are provided to ensure optimum development of students’ academic writing skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several studies in the past three decades were focused on the process that L2 learners went through in ESL writing. Reference [1] states that “composing is a non-linear process, exploratory, and generative process whereby writers discover and reformulate their ideas as they attempt to approximate meaning.” To understand the nature of ESL writing, it is important to know how students go through the composition writing in order to effect or improve the writing outcomes.

Understanding the nature of writing requires understanding its meaning. Writing is the ability to express ideas through representations or symbols. These symbols represent meaning and content which the writer communicates to his readers [2],[3]. Writing is not merely an act of weaving words together to express ideas; it is a skill that requires cognitive processes. As a cognitive process, writing involves two components such as the task environment and the individual. The former comprises of a social component and a physical component. The social component involves writer’s understanding of his target audience, environment or context of writing and other sources that he may access while writing like books and electronic materials. A physical component, on the other hand, composes of the text that the writer produces and the medium he uses in writing, e.g. word processor. The latter, the individual component, is divided into four subcomponents: motivation and affect (writing goals, predispositions, beliefs and attitudes towards writing), cognitive processes (text interpretation, reflection, and text production), short term memory (phonological memory and semantic memory), and long-term memory (knowledge of topics, texts (genres), audience [4] and tasks, e.g. writing an extended definition essay) [3].

Considering Reference 3’s model of writing, it can be deduced that writing is a social process in which the writer’s experiences through social interaction with various people in the community form part of his schemata or network of knowledge [5] from which he can draw ideas for writing. This network of knowledge can be categorized into four such as factual knowledge (specific details/information), conceptual knowledge or declarative knowledge (theories, models, structures, concepts and principles), procedural knowledge (steps on how and when to use specific methods/strategies), and meta-cognitive knowledge (self-knowledge, knowledge about cognitive tasks, strategic knowledge) [6].

Furthermore, writing as a social process, “takes place within a context, that accomplishes a particular purpose, and that is appropriately phrased for its intended audience” [4]. For example, when a learner writes on a topic, he considers not only his purpose for writing, e.g. to inform, to entertain or to persuade, but also his audience, their topic knowledge and beliefs so that he can tailor his writing style and content to his target audience.

However, the ability to write “is not a naturally acquired skill” [7]. It is usually learned in school through formal classroom instruction and it requires constant practice to hone. As what Reference [8] states that writing, as a cognitive act, is developmental, meaning it develops overtime. As the learner’s cognitive faculties develop, he will learn the art and science of writing to convey his ideas and insights to larger audiences.

Moreover, writing cannot just be developed in isolation; development of writing skills can be facilitated by reading various types of texts as proven by research since students get to learn different writing styles which they can adapt in their own writing [9]-[15]. Hence, teaching writing requires
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teaching reading as well. For a learner to be able to write a good academic essay, the teacher needs to provide him an exemplar to analyze from which he can draw insights on how an essay is written.

With the introduction of Information Communications Technology (ICT), the teaching of writing and reading has evolved which revolutionized students’ learning of both skills. Language teachers are now utilizing the internet in developing literacy skills. In fact, web-based instruction in ESL reading and writing using social media platforms like Blogger and Face book has become the subject of research. Studies utilizing Web blogs in ESL writing classrooms across age groups have shown the effectiveness of blogs in improving students’ writing [16]-[24] and reading skills [25]-[27]. While most researches have established the efficacy of web blogs in developing reading and writing skills, other language scholars Reference [28] and Reference [29] have proven that both conventional and web-based instruction are equally effective in teaching language skills.

This quasi-experiment, different from most studies cited above, used mixed method in investigating the effects of both web-mediated and conventional writing instruction on students’ reading and writing skills.

Statement of the Problem

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the effects of using web-mediated instruction on students’ reading and writing performance. Specifically, it endeavored to answer the following questions: (1) Is there a significant difference between the reading and writing performance of the experimental classes after their exposure to web-mediated writing instruction as compared with that of the control classes? (2) What are the improvements in the writing skills of freshman college students after utilizing web blogs as a platform for academic writing? (3) What is the perception of the students on the effect of web-mediated instruction in developing their reading and writing skills?

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design

This study is a quasi-experimental research which aimed at comparing the impact of web-mediated writing instruction and conventional writing instruction on selected freshman college students’ reading and writing performance. Two groups of participants were used in this study — the experimental group who was taught academic writing using web-mediated instruction and the control group who was taught the same course using the Conventional Method. Experimental group was provided with web-based activities like discussion forums, online quizzes, email correspondences, online peer evaluation of essays, and web blogs (blogs) for their electronic portfolio. Control group, on the other hand, underwent the usual Conventional Method of writing instruction using paper and pen and classroom-based peer editing.

B. Participants

The participants of the study originally comprised of 94 college freshman students, however, only 78 had completed the instruments. The experimental group and control group consisted of 39 students each with both groups comprising of Communications and Accountancy majors.

C. Procedure

Materials for instruction, researcher-made reading test and web-based tasks were designed and modified prior to the treatment period based on language experts’ comments for implementation in Term 1 of AY 2012-2013.

Treatment period commenced in Term 1 of AY 2012-2013 after the approval and consent had been sought from the Deans of the College of Liberal Arts and College of Business, parents or guardians and students. The treatment period ran for 13 weeks with two sessions per week and one session lasted for one and a half hours. Prior to the treatment period, both experimental and control groups were given pre-test using the following instruments: researcher-made reading test and diagnostic essay on a topic within students’ interest.

Experimental and control groups were handled by only one teacher, the researcher herself. Experimental class was provided with activities such as web blogs, online quizzes, email correspondences, and online forums whereas control class was taught academic writing using the conventional method which consists of direct instruction of text types, its basic principles, and actual writing tasks using paper and pen following the basic stages of writing: prewriting (planning), drafting, peer editing and revising [3].

Experimental classes, on the other hand, were taught using web-mediated instruction with the following steps: pre-reading, mini-lecture, pre-writing, writing and revising. In pre-reading tasks, students read from their yahoo groups mail the reading text assigned for a particular lesson (e.g. exemplar of an extended definition essay) and completed the corresponding tasks by group, e.g. identify the thesis statement of an essay, prove if the writer has been successful in his claim and explain why, determine specific pieces of evidence as support for the writer’s claim. Each group was required to present their output in class. After every presentation, the teacher processed the report focusing on its content and the strategies the group used to arrive at their group output. After this critical reading task, the lecture/discussion on text types followed. Next was prewriting task whereby students were made to conduct preliminary research on their chosen topic, write an outline based on the information gathered from various sources, critique each other’s outlines via online and finally revise it based on peers’ and teacher’s comments. From the outline, students wrote their first draft, posted it online in their blogs and critiqued each other’s works. The teacher also provided all students online feedback to their essays by sending them via email their soft copies of essays with marginal comments using the review platform of the Microsoft word. The final step was revising where students came up with the final copy of the essay based on peers’ and teacher’s evaluations. These final essays were again posted online in their blogs whereby peers were instructed to post comments, reactions and commendations (response logs). A total of six essays (entry, goals essay, extended definition, argumentative, reflective, and exit essay) were posted in their blogs which served as their electronic portfolio. Control class also has a total of six essays for their portfolio.

During the treatment period, the students were given
Table I: T-Test Result of Experimental and Control Classes’ Pre-test and Post-test Mean Scores in Reading and Writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean (with SD)</th>
<th>Post-test Mean (with SD)</th>
<th>T-test (Sig p &lt;.05)</th>
<th>Entry Essay Mean (with SD)</th>
<th>Exit Essay Mean (with SD)</th>
<th>T-test (Sig p &lt;.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29.77 (2.94)</td>
<td>28.49 (3.17)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.54)</td>
<td>3.44 (0.46)</td>
<td>4.09 (0.43)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28.82 (3.47)</td>
<td>28.49 (3.67)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69)</td>
<td>3.44 (0.69)</td>
<td>4.09 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I indicates that both experimental and control groups improved in their writing mean scores after three and a half months of academic writing instruction. Regardless of what instructional methods/approaches were used, the freshman college students improved significantly in their writing performance based on the results of their exit essays. However, in terms of reading test results, both groups showed no significant improvements in their reading mean scores.

B. Comparison between Experimental and Control Groups’ Writing Performance

As indicated in Table I, there are no significant differences between pre-test essay scores and post-test essay scores of both experimental and control groups. This means regardless of whether they are exposed or not to web-mediated writing instruction, both groups exhibited significant changes in their writing performance.

C. Improvements in Writing Skills of College Freshmen

Table II reveals that among the writing skills, both experimental and control classes improved in organization and content. Of all the areas identified, experimental and control groups improved the most in organization with 38% and 45% respectively. These improvements were evaluated by three language experts as they rated students’ entry and exit essays.

Table II: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Experimental and Control Classes’ Improvements in Writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Experimental Frequency</th>
<th>Experimental Percentage</th>
<th>Control Frequency</th>
<th>Control Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine whether web-mediated instruction has facilitative effects on students’ writing skills, their entry and exit essays were rated by three language experts using Reference’s[30] rubric.

III. RESULTS

A. Differences in Pre-test and Post-test Mean Scores of Experimental and Control Groups in Reading and Writing

To determine if both experimental and control groups’ whether students’ reading and writing performance improved at the end of the term given two learning conditions, mean and paired samples T-test were used for both reading and writing scores.

D. Experimental Participants’ Perception on the Effect of Web Blogs on Their Reading and Writing Skills

Based on the students’ reflective essays and response logs on how web blogs helped them develop their writing skills, some students perceived that peers’ constructive comments in their blog posts helped them improve their writing skills. One student wrote, “The idea of posting essays online was really interesting for me. I learned a lot especially after receiving comments that are relevant to my work. Those comments helped me in improving my essays. Another student commented, “Receiving feedbacks from my block mates through blogging helped me with my personal essays. They taught me ways in which I can improve my essay.”

In addition, other participants perceived that writing online is more convenient because it is easy to edit while some said that blogging provides them opportunities to read others’ essays, which allows them to learn various writing styles. One student wrote “The activity (referring to blogging) gives me the opportunity to view and critique other people’s works. This allows me to see other people’s writing styles and gain inspiration from it.” “For me, I look for the structure and the content so that I have a clue on how I will do my own.”

Other positive comments from students’ reflective essays include: Blogging is fun, a good platform for self-expression and sharing of ideas, and it makes me feel good because of the positive comments I received online about their essays. Furthermore, blogging made them conscious of what they write since many people will get to see their writings.

The Focus Group Discussion (FGD) conducted among 20 students from experimental groups echoed similar findings about their positive perception towards blogging. When asked how blogging helped improve their writing skills, one student commented: “I become conscious with how I write because I know that other people will see it (referring to his blog post).” The other student replied: “Yeah, because many
people will see it (referring to e-portfolio), I try to improve the grammar.”

On reading skills, data obtained from Focus Group Discussion (FGD) show that students perceived that blogging helped them develop their reading comprehension, vocabulary, and critical thinking. These are the direct avowals of students:

Reading skills — S1: “Blogging helped me develop my reading skills.”

Vocabulary — S2: “It developed my vocabulary.”

Critical Thinking — S3: “I become critical in reading.”

S4: “I kinda identify which sentences are irrelevant and which are important.”

E. Discussion

Four important findings emerged in this study. First, the non-significant difference in the results of both groups’ scores in two learning conditions show that web-mediated instruction yielded no significant effect on the development of students’ writing competence as compared to conventional method. This means that web-mediated instruction and conventional method are equally effective in teaching L2 reading and writing (Mehlenbacher, Miller, Covington, & Larsen, 2000). Likewise, Sitzmann, Kraiger, Stewart and Wisher (2006) stated that both conventional method and web-mediated instruction were equally effective for teaching procedural knowledge (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Teaching reading and writing is more procedural than declarative (conceptual) in nature because it requires the students to learn strategies, steps and procedures to be able to read and write effectively. Therefore, the findings reveal that whatever method of instruction is utilized either web-mediated or conventional instruction does not really matter as long as the students are provided with fundamental concepts of academic reading and writing as well as adequate opportunities for practice, i.e. writing, critiquing sample essays, and peer editing, then, improvements in language skills will be very evident.

Second, as evaluated by three independent raters, students’ exit essays show significant improvements in terms of content and organization [31]-[35] in both groups. This result only proves that both modes of instruction yielded similar writing skills developed among students such as the abilities to write unified, coherent and cohesive essays. These findings could be attributed to similar lessons and learning tasks provided to students in both learning conditions. The only difference is the mode by which portfolio was compiled. The experimental group used web blogs and received online feedback while the control groups used the conventional way of compiling their essays in a folder and received teacher’s and peers’ written feedback on their essays in paper. Thus, it can be concluded that whatever modes of instruction are provided for students, so long as the salient concepts and skills that each student should acquire are in place with adequate opportunities for practice, then learning of language skills can be facilitated.

However, in terms of reading skills, no significant improvements for both groups were noted. This can be attributed to the fact that the lessons for the course were focused more on writing than reading. Reading of texts was done to provide students models for their writing tasks. However, questions in the reading test require students to note details, identify meaning of vocabulary, understand main ideas and make inferences. Among these skills, only noting details and understanding main ideas were integrated in the writing lessons since these skills were essential in writing their own essays. The non-inclusion of other reading skills in the writing course is the reason for the non-significant difference of results in students’ reading scores. With these findings, therefore, it is important that other reading skills such as making inferences and drawing conclusions should be part of the discussion when analyzing texts as models for writing tasks.

Fourth, students’ perception on the positive impact of web blogs in the development of their writing skills [16]-[19], [21]-[24], [31], [35] and reading skills [25], [27]. Reference [26] proves that teachers can include blogging as part of their writing assignments to further hone students’ language skills. As indicated by the results of FGD, response logs and reflective essays, students perceived that peers’ constructive comments in their blog posts helped them improve their writing skills [27], [36] that writing online was more convenient because it was easy to edit [27] that they learned writing styles from peers, and that they strove to write better online due to wide readership [34].

IV. Conclusion

With advancement of Information Communications Technology, ESL writing instruction has evolved from Conventional Method to Web-based/Web-mediated Instruction. This study investigated the impact of web-mediated instruction on students’ reading and writing performance. Top findings of the study reveal that both experimental and control groups showed significant improvements in their post-test writing scores as compared with their pre-test essay scores but no significant improvements in their reading post-test mean scores. Likewise, no significant difference was noted in the reading and writing performance between experimental groups who were exposed to web-mediated writing instruction and the control groups who underwent the Conventional Instruction.

With the non-significant results in both learning conditions, educators, therefore, can utilize either of the two methods as long as fundamental concepts and principles are thoroughly discussed and adequate opportunities for practice are provided to develop students’ mastery of content and skills to ensure quality learning.

For future research directions, it is recommended that other variables be included like motivation, writing anxiety, and language and reading proficiency to shed light on what variables are strong predictors of writing proficiency. A future research could also investigate how the web-mediated instruction documenting the virtual community correspondences can impact students’ writing performance. Large sample size from four different fields of specialization may also be considered to make the study conclusive across disciplines.
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